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Are you tired of winter yet?  I am!  It has been consistently cold with periods of sleet and snow this 

past month. Extreme winter conditions have been experienced throughout the south. This is pretty 

rare for us.  Just ask anybody from Atlanta and Birmingham. 

How are your plants dealing with these conditions?  It may be necessary to offer protection to 

certain plants in your landscape during freezing weather.  Winter protection doesn’t mean keeping 

your plants warm. It means providing plants protection from damaging wind, snow and ice.  It also 

means providing plants protection from the damaging effects of alternating freezing and thawing 

of the soil beneath the plants. 

Snow and ice on the branches of trees and shrubs can cause considerable damage.  Multi-stemmed 

evergreens, like arborvitae and junipers, and weak-wooded deciduous trees, which include silver 

maple, are most susceptible to branch breakage.  The most serious damage to trees and shrubs 

generally occur during ice storms.  Large branches or entire trees can succumb to the tremendous 

weight of ice. 

If branches are bent and broken over by ice or snow it is advisable to wait a few days before 

pruning.  Most often these branches will recover to a degree of satisfaction on their own.  So you 

have to be patient.  It may be wise to protect foundation plantings as they are often injured by ice 



and snow falling from the roof on their already frozen branches.  I would cover those plantings 

with a plastic covering or cloth to prevent broken branches. 

If branch breakage occurs on trees, prune back the limb to the main branch or trunk.  You may need 

to prune back damaged shrubs in the spring to restore their attractive, natural shape.   

Snow and ice covered landscapes make for a beautiful winter scene but remember that the weight 

of the ice and snow can cause significant damage to woody ornamentals.   

On Sunday February 2nd, Groundhog Day, Groundhog Phil predicted we will have six more weeks 

of winter. I hope not.  Until next time, happy gardening! 
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